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Abstract
In the context of software maintenance, legacy software
systems are continuously re-engineered in order to
correct errors, provide new functionality, or port them
into modern platforms. However, software re-engineering
activities should not occur in a vacuum, and it is
important to incorporate non-functional requirements as
part of the re-engineering process. We present an
incremental reengineering framework that allows for
quality requirements to be modeled as soft-goals, and
transformations to be applied selectively towards
achieving specific quality requirements for the target
system. To deal with large software systems, we
decompose the system into a collection of smaller
clusters. The reengineering framework can be applied
incrementally to each of these clusters and results are
assembled to produce the final system.

1. Introduction
Legacy systems refer to mission critical software systems
that are still in operation, but their quality and expected
operational life is constantly deteriorating due to
prolonged maintenance and technology updates.
Therefore, legacy systems become harder to understand
and maintain after many years of evolution. To leverage
business values entailed in such systems, a possible
solution is to migrate selected parts of such systems to
modern platforms and designs. One such possible solution
is related to object oriented re-engineering whereby a
procedural legacy system or component is migrated
towards a modern object oriented design. With properties,
such as information hiding, inheritance and
polymorphism inherent in object oriented designs,
essential parts of such a reengineered system can be
reused or integrated with other applications using network
centric Web technologies, enterprise integration solutions,
or distributed systems.

In this context, the software reengineering community
has already proposed a number of different methods to
migrate procedural code into object-oriented platforms. In
a nutshell, the existing migration methods aim to identify
Abstract Data Types (ADT) and extract candidate classes
and methods from the procedural code. These methods
include concept analysis [1, 2], cluster analysis [3],
slicing [6], data flow and control flow analysis [7], source
code features [5], and informal information analysis [4].
However, existing migration techniques do not provide a
comprehensive framework for ensuring that the migrant
systems will posses certain quality characteristics. There
are always questions posed and concerns raised regarding
whether the newly migrant system will posses as good or
better characteristics as the original system. For example,
whether the new system can run as fast as the old system
or whether the new system is as maintainable as the old
one. Non-functional requirements, such as reusability,
maintainability, performance, portability and, security
define system properties, constraints and software
qualities of the system being developed. These nonfunctional requirements play an important role in the
software development and evolution process. Their
achievement in the source code ensures the success of
software products, and ease software maintenance
process. Unfortunately, as pointed out by Lehman’s laws
of evolution, the quality of an evolving program tends to
decline, and its structure becomes more complex [8].
Therefore, it is important to incorporate non-functional
requirements in the migration process. Moreover, legacy
systems are often large with million line of code. It is a
challenging task to devise a tractable and incremental
methodology where source code transformations can be
associated with specific quality improvements and can be
applied for the migration of large-scale procedural
systems to the object-oriented platforms.

2. Proposed Approach
We are interested in transforming a system from its
original procedural language implementation to an object-

oriented design without altering its external behaviors.
Moreover, we consider target software quality goals as an
integral part of the migration process. The migration
process consists of two major phases.
The first phase focuses on representing the procedural
code of the system being analyzed in terms of an
annotated Abstract Syntax Tree (ASTs) or entity
relationship model. The software entities represent source
code features of interest, such as data types, formal and
actual parameters, global variables, and functions. The
relations denote interactions between software entities,
such as function calls, global variable usage, or data type
references. The central issue is to represent the procedural
code of the system being analyzed in a generic
representation. For different procedural language
domains, we can provide a set of generic transformations
that migrate procedural systems in different procedural
languages into functionally similar object-oriented
systems.
High-level procedural languages, such as C, COBOL,
Fortran and Pascal, all comply with different domain
specific models that denote the structures and to a certain
extent the semantics of each language. However, a variety
of procedural languages have semantic equivalent
language constructs. We introduce the concept of a
unified domain model for a variety of procedural
languages such as C, Pascal, COBOL, and Fortran. This
unified model is represented in XML and denotes
common language features such as routines, subroutines,
functions, procedures, types, statements, variables and
declarations, just to name a few.
The second phase aims at the extraction of an object
model by a series of transformations applied at the
XMLized AST representation. We proposed a quality
driven software migration framework that monitors and
evaluates software qualities at each step of the migration
process. Furthermore, we consider a migration process as
a state transition system, denoted by a sequence of
transformations that alter a system being migrated. A
transformation detects a procedural code feature, and
generates the desired migrant artifact. For example, the
existence of global variables violates the concept of
encapsulation in object-oriented design. In this case,
global variables in procedural code are captured and
removed in order to conform to target quality goals for the
new system. Each transformation is selected to alter
source code features in the original system, and is
assessed according to its potential impact on the desired
qualities for the target system. Consequently, the resulting
system is evaluated against the desired goals. Finally, the
process terminates either when the highest achievable
measured level of quality for the target system has been
reached or no further transformations can be applied.
To keep the complexity and the risk of the migration
of large system into manageable levels, we provide an
incremental approach that allows for the decomposition of

legacy systems into smaller manageable units (clusters).
The quality driven migration approach is applied to each
such cluster to identify an object model with the highest
quality. Then an incremental merging process allows for
the amalgamation of the different partial object models
into an aggregate composite model for the whole system.
In this way, the proposed quality driven migration
framework can tackle large systems in a reasonable
hardware and software resource requirements.

3. Thesis Contributions
The proposed techniques and methodologies largely
automate the migration of procedural systems into objectoriented platforms and incorporate quality attributes in the
reengineering process. The contributions of this thesis are
summarized in this section.

3.1 Modeling Quality Requirements
To drive the migration process to meet specific quality
requirements (such as high maintainability), we provide a
software quality modeling process that elicits quality
goals, models these quality goals in a measurable level,
and evaluates the achievement of these desired qualities in
the final migrated system. Typically, quality requirements
are modeled in a top down manner, which involves
identifying a set of high-level quality goals, such as
functionality, maintainability, as specified in ISO 9126,
subdividing and refining these goals into more specific
low level attributes (e.g., design decisions, or software
code features). We adopt soft-goal interdependency
graphs [9] to associate high-level quality goals with
specific source code features. In such graphs, nodes
represent design decisions, and edges denote positive or
negative dependencies towards a specific requirement.
The leaves of such graphs correspond to measurable
source code features that impact other nodes to which
they are connected. A set of metrics are selected to
compute the corresponding source code features,
appearing as leaves in the soft-goal interdependency
graph. The metric results of the leaf nodes indirectly
reflect the satisfaction of their direct or indirect parent
nodes in the soft-goal interdependency graph.

3.2 Transformation Rules
In our research, we apply unified transformation rules on
various procedural language domains, and generate
object-oriented code. Within this context, we create a
generic code representation for procedural languages.
Therefore, transformations and source code features can
be described abstractly in our generalized procedural code
representation. A transformation rule is described with pre
and post- conditions, using UML and OCL. A
comprehensive, yet extensible list of possible

transformations are identified for the purposed of
migration. We divide transformation rules into two
categories, namely, object identification and object model
refinement.
The rules in the object identification category define
the criteria for the production of object models from the
procedural code. In the search of an object model to
extract from procedural source code, we aim at achieving
high encapsulation, high cohesion within a class, and low
coupling between classes. The object identification
techniques focus on two areas: a) the analysis of global
variables and their data types, and b) the analysis of
complex data types in formal parameter lists.
The rules in the object model refinement category are
used to identify the inheritance and polymorphism
relations between abstract data types. To identify
inheritance relations, we examine procedural source
features, such as, type casting, a struct type defined inside
other struct types and date field clones among struct
types. To discover polymorphism relations, we examine
procedural code features, such as function pointers,
switch statements, conditional statements, and generic
pointer parameters.
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impact on the modeled quality. We associate each
transformation with a likelihood, λij, which indicates that
a transformation contributes towards a desired quality
goal.
The objective thus is to identify the optimal
combination of transformations that yields the best quality
requirements for the target migrant system. A likelihood
of a transformation path can be calculated by multiplying
the likelihood of each transformation along the path. An
optimal transformation path has the highest likelihood
towards achieving the desired qualities. Finally, the
migrant system is chosen from the optimal path. We
adapted the Viterbi algorithm [11] to generate all possible
transformation paths and identify the optimal sequence of
transformations. A draw back of using the Viterbi
algorithm is the need to retain all states and paths before
identifying an optimal path. In our research, we developed
a number of heuristics to reduce the number of generated
states and the time required to find the optimal path.
These heuristics are essential to permit our approach to
migrate large legacy systems with reasonable resource
requirements. For example, when a segment of the search
tree contains a sequence of states in a single path, these
states can be collapsed into one composite state. The
likelihood of the composite state is equal to the
multiplication of the likelihoods of transformations along
the single path inside the composite state.
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Figure 1: Quality Driven Software Migration Framework

3.3 Quality Driven Migration Approach
The migration process can be constructed as a set of nonempty states S, including, s0, s1, …, si, si+1, …, sn, as
shown in Figure 1. State, s0, represents the original
software system. Other than the initial state, the set of
states, S can contain more than one final states that
correspond to different resulting migrant systems (i.e.
alternative object models), or to an empty state that
denotes failure. The states between the initial state and
final states represent snapshots of the migration process
whereby a mix of procedural and object model exist as the
system progress from its original procedural state to a
fully object-oriented final state. Each transformation, tij,
represents a transformation moving from si to sj. Each
transformation, t01, t02, …, tij, ti,j+1, …, tkn, alters a
state and yields a consecutive state, and converts a
software system in a stepwise fashion from its initial state
(original procedural system) to a final state (new objectoriented system). Each transformation affects the source
code features, appearing as leaves in the quality soft-goal
graph. We consider transformations having a positive

Legacy software systems are usually large systems. Our
proposed approach must scale well to handle the
migration of these systems. We break a large system into
a set of clusters, each of which contains the maximum
number of source code entities that are related to a class
candidate. These clusters have the least data dependencies
on other clusters. This would enable us to migrate clusters
independently. Moreover, the order of selecting which
cluster to migrate would have no effect on the final object
model. In a nutshell, the proposed quality driven
migration approach is applied iteratively to every cluster.
In each cluster, the migration process is divided into a
sequence of states and transformations. During the
migration of the first cluster, the initial state represents
purely procedural code of the cluster. Once the optimal
path in a cluster is identified, the final state from the
optimal path in a cluster serves as the initial state for the
next cluster. The object model is incrementally expanded
by identifying additional classes from the new clusters.

3.5 Quality Evaluation Techniques
For this work, we consider reusability and maintainability
as desired qualities of the target system. We define quality
evaluation techniques to verify that the quality driven
migration approach can generate object-oriented system

with the highest maintainability and reusability. Several
case studies are conducted as follows:
•
•

•

We select other possible migrants systems and
compare their quality with the migrant system
generated from the optimal transformation path.
To compare the quality of systems, we collect a set
of object-oriented metrics to quantify direct
measurable features, for example, coupling between
classes and cohesion inside a class. The high
cohesion and low coupling further indicate high
maintainability and reusability.
We analyze and compare the metric results from
different systems.

To select other possible migrations of the same systems,
we use the transformation path presented in our
incremental migration process. All transformation paths
are generated and ordered in a sequence based on their
attached likelihood scores. Several representative target
systems can be generated from different paths.
To assess whether the desired goals in the target
system have been achieved, a set of widely accepted
object-oriented software metrics are adopted. We aim to
achieve high cohesion and low coupling in the target
object-oriented systems. In this respect, coupling between
classes can be measured using metrics, such as, CBO
(Coupling Between Objects), DCC (Direct Class
Coupling) and IFBC (Information Flow Between
Classes)[10]. Moreover, the cohesion inside a class can be
measured using metrics, such as, TCC (Tight Class
Cohesion), Coh (Cohesion Measurement) and IFIC
(Information Flow Inside Class) [10].
To reflect the overall value of the entire system in
terms of one specific metric, we calculate the average
value of each metric for each class. These set of metrics
are different from the ones used to compute the
transformation likelihoods. By combining results from all
the metrics, we see that the final object-oriented system
generated from the optimal path has the highest qualities
in comparison to the object-oriented systems generated
from the alternative paths.

4. Conclusion
In the context of software maintenance, legacy software
systems are continuously re-engineered in order to correct
errors, provide new functionality, or port them into
modern platforms. However, software re-engineering
activities should not occur in a vacuum, and it is
important to incorporate specific non-functional
requirements for the migrant system as part of the reengineering process. The proposed techniques and
methodologies largely automate the migration of
procedural systems into object-oriented platforms and
incorporate quality attributes in the reengineering process.

The obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness,
usefulness, and scalability of our framework. The
proposed approach is applied in migrate several legacy
systems, such as UNIX Bash Shell, Apache Web Server,
and Clips expert system, written in C and Fortran to C++.
On-going work focuses on applying the proposed
framework in more generic software transformation
context, such as refactoring, restructuring and
development process.
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